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the mooses chief diet in
the winter is wilwillowslowi in the
winter the moose stays around
sandbars andbrid the mouth of
sloughssloughy where they are lots of
willows when it starts getting

dark the moose tends to go back
into the larger trees and sleepsteep

the moose will slaystay in
one place as long as 1 there
is enough food 2 wolves dont
chase them out 3 hunters
dont kill them all

lukoluke pilot
galena high school

this earnest advice is one
of the matiymany suggestions on how
to make a living in the north
more enjoyable packed between
the covers of the new alaska

catalogahannhenhanntenhanaaa0nten edited by elizabeth
Jjohannsen0 the catalog is
intended as a tool for increasing
knowledge about every aspect
ofor living in the north more than
just a factual source book
the book also conveys something

ofor the spirit of living in alaska
both city and country

designed by darkclark mishler
now with national geographic

magazine the catalog contains
information on how to fly in

continued onoff page 5
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BETHELS NEW 36 MILLION comprehensive HEALTH FACILITY
scheduled to be completed in 19801980 will be completely self contained
modmedicalficaiicai facility it will provide general medical and surgical care covering
both adult and pediatric are and dental carecars the 95 thousand squaresquara
foot 50 bed hospital will be built on pilings because of environmentalenvironment
needs hoffman construction company headquartered in portland
oregon has a branch office in anchorage and is responsible for con-
structionst management of the new complex local contracts have been
negotiated with the aleut corporation walsh and co to perform all of
the site work drive the piles erect the structural steel and erect the precast
floor system see story on page 3

alaska catalogue has much information
continued from pagepago 1

the bush marine transportation
hunamhuntmhuntingg and fishing land and
house buying care of wood-
cutting tools skiingikffn g how to
build a dogsleddogsled snowshoes and a
yurt andaud how to locate a
jabjpbj9bIS and social services it con-
tains the full text of a book
on how to build a log cabin

neatly organized and thor-
oughly indexed the catalog
has the advantage over many
other books on alaska by
bringing a lot of information
together in one place

for those of us who have
been in alaska for awhile or
lived here all our lives some
of the information may be a
little basic we have already
found ways of dealing with
mosquitoes and icy roads and
felt the skin of fingertips grow
numb when we forgot mittens
on our first winter camping
trip

but not all of us have ever
taken proper care of our saws
and axes or had to buy a stove
for a sailboat or know how
to set a gill net under river
ice for sheefishshenfishsheefish

when the catalog was first
conceived its sponsors sent
out requests all over the state
asking people to contribute their
wisdom unfortunately the
response was not good enough
the fault for this cannot be laid
at the editors feet commun-
ication in alaska is often diffi-
cult at best and may northern
experts living in bush villages
and settlements of the state
probably just did not get the
messuagemesssagemcsssagemesssage hopefully when the
catalog is rrowedr&wedd for a second

printing a way may be foundround to
include the collective knowledge
of0f sometome ofalaskasalanskas best hunters
fishermen carvers weavers
boat builders sailors and
woodsmenwoodsmanwoodsmen her native people

As an introduction to life
in alaska the catalog does
not pretend to be complete
still while a full scalescaled history
of the state from russian times
to the present would not be
appropriate outsiders who have
decided to make alaska their
home should have some idea

of the social economic cul-
tural and historical forces at
work here

there are events in alasaasalaskasalas6s
distant and recent past as well
as her booming present that
dramatically affect the evolution
of alaskan lifestyle which the
catalog obviously seeks to pro-
mote and preserve

some of these events and is-
sues deserve brief but very
careful objective0biec tive discussion in a
book likeii ke the catalog the
native land claims act is a

good example thetile catalog
is careful to point out that the
only people with land to sell in
the near future if they ever
get it back from the federal
government will be the natives
yet there are very good reasons
why the natives will not be
eager to part with their lands
once they get title to it and
somebody should tell the new
comers the reasons

there are other events which
might have been included in the
catalog to add spice such as
survival stonesstories how the town
of marys igloo got its name the
1964 good friday earthquake
volcano stories

in spite of its short comings
the catalog has made a good
start toward becoming THE
book on alaska it is a good
guide to other more complete
sources of information material
submitted to the catalog people
has obviously been screened for
only the most accurate reliable
information dependability is
always a treat

readers interested in submit-
ting suggestions or ordering a
copy 6956.95 of the alaska
catalog should write

editor
alaska catalog

box 49074 907 T
anchorage alaska 99509


